Abstract: This paper focuses on marketing and information distribution logistics within it, which is one of the most important elements in online sales as well as in e-business.The paper also brings knowledge about open innovation system in e-business with inbound marketing using. Open innovation system is connected to the phase of commercialization and communication with customers as the subjects of the innovation process. It provides information about all stakeholders' needs in the innovation process. The aim of the open innovation process is to effectively identify valuable and profitable innovation in business, as well as problems related to management decisions and practices in the innovation process.
Introduction
Nowadays marketing presents a tool of business linking with its environment and customers to meet their needs. In a rapidly changing market conditions, so it is necessary to react to changes and customer requirements as quickly as possible. That can be realized through involving them directly into marketing using the innovative tools that fall into the open innovation system of businesses and provides two-way communication with customers. The open innovation system in this case is the ability to share information among different subjects in the network [1] . Snyman et al. [2] mention that an open innovation system represents a significant competitive advantage with respect to the limited access to information in the context of in-house innovation process, known as closed innovation system. Real-time innovation process operates on five basic principles of courage, openness, realism, influence and sustainability [3] . Open innovation system is connected to the phase of commercialization and communication with customers as subjects of the innovation process, so it provides innovators with information about their needs as well as needs of all stakeholders in the innovation process.
As Wu et al. [4] state, the aim of the open innovation process is to effectively identify valuable and profitable business innovation, as well as problems related to management decisions and practices within their innovation process. It brings knowledge about open innovation practices at the project level and provides an enlarged model of market opportunity analysis for high technology markets.
Therefore, the open innovation process is a multidisciplinary tool that concentrates on new products development and their marketing, where the distribution logistics plays a decisive role and it mainly aims at information. So the open innovation system uses inbound marketing and new innovative forms of marketing communication that are already based on two-way communication within the information distribution among stakeholders (see the Figure 1 ). Two-way communication within the Inbound marketing is provided by social media, so the company receives from customers feedback on innovation as well as on chosen marketing campaign. Another advantage of two-way marketing are lower costs.
Inbound marketing is focused on the getting individual attention. This can be achieved by social media and content publishing that is attractive and interesting for customers. It includes blogging, educational articles publishing, publishing the troubleshooting guidebooks and contributing to forums. This presents producing the content that has a certain value and benefits for the target customer. Moreover, it is available free of charge, which also creates a positive brand link with the customer. The likelihood that so involved customer buys the goods is growing. The whole process is cheaper and has a higher effect [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] .
Inbound marketing is based on two-way, interactive communication with customers coming through search engines, social networks and different links. The aim and effort of inbound marketing is to entertain or to educate the customer. Within this kind of communication the customer gets a certain value.
In the future it is expected that 61 % of marketing employees are planning to increase expenditures on inbound marketing next year. It is confirmed that the average budget of companies allocated for blogs and social networks doubled during last two years. It has also doubled the number of marketing employees who think that Facebook is irreplaceable in their business. In the global market 67 % of B2C (business to customer) companies and 41 % of B2B (business to business) companies have gained customer by Facebook, and 57 % of all companies have obtained a customer through a corporate blog. The answer to the question why inbound marketing is becoming so significant is that the price, respectively the costs used to address one potential customer is about 62 % lower compared to traditional outbound marketing [5] .
OPEN INNOVATION SYSTEM IN E-BUSSINES WITH INBOUND MARKETING AND LOGISTIC USING

Figure 1 Information flow within the open innovation system for marketing effectiveness
Source: Own processing
Logistics of the open innovation system in e-bussines with inbound marketing using
At present e-business reaches a big boom due to the limitless possibilities of the electronic world, ranging in different business areas such as electronic sales, control, electronic commerce management, logistics, marketing and so on. In this paper we will focus on marketing and distribution logistics of information within it, which is one of the most important elements in online sales as well as e-business itself. E-business and all its components provides entrepreneurs with a variety of choices how to business online that can be described by a 4-level maturity model of e-business by Madlenak [10] , see The Internet marketing communication complex is a specific action plan aimed at achieving the company´s objectives by its implementation on the Internet. It contains traditional communication tools, such as advertising, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing, personal selling, sponsorship and modern possibilities associated wih the Internet (corporate site, content sites, portals, banners, virtual communities, social networks, forums, message boards, search engines, etc.). They use Internet technology (social media marketing, viral marketing, product placement, lead generation, search engine optimization, targeting, etc.). Company's Internet communication complex uses a branded SEO optimized website, analytical materials, contextual advertising, banner advertising, various thematic Internet resources (portals, forums, electronic bulletin boards, etc.). All of them help to adjust analytical and advertising subject content and personal communication [13] .
In the meaning of logistics of the open innovation system in e-bussines with inbound marketing using in innovation creation, the distribution policy carries out two tasks. The first one is associated with the creation of the innovation value. That means creating the quantitative and qualitative purpose-built changes. The second one focuses on realization of distribution flows in e-business and innovation process by creating the balance between supply and demand, that means the flows realization between sources and consumers. Finally, innovation implementation and distribution logistics accomplish that businessmen discover at the right time and on the right place what the market requires. This ability is called FIT (flexibility, innovation and implementing activities at the right time). All outputs of mentioned functions of distribution logistics must be in required quantity and quality when managing innovation in business [14, 15, 16, 17] .
Conclusion
Current sales statistics indicates increasing consumption. Marketing employees follow new trends and look for incentives that motivate customers to buy and to consume (despite their reluctance towards classic advertising forms). The companies have at their disposal a large number of tools to reach and influence the customer. They choose among classical tools, but in an effort to gain a competitive advantage they use even less known but more innovative forms of marketing communication that are supposed to be more effective. It is difficult to determine which of marketing communication tools can be considered to be the most effective, because the nature of products and services is variable. On the other hand it is necessary to take into account different expectations and needs of our customers. Therefore distribution logistics has a significant role in this process, which provides very important information in the open Innovation process ....
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